We present an efficient technique for the comparison of protein structures. The algorithm uses a vector representation of the secondary structure elements and searches for spatial configurations of secondary structure elements in proteins. In such recurring protein folds, the order of the secondary structure elements in the protein chains is disregarded. The method is based on the geometric hashing paradigm and implements approaches originating in computer vision. It represents and matches the secondary structure element vectors in a 3-D translation and rotation invariant manner. The matching of a pair of proteins takes on average under 3 s on a Silicon Graphics Indigo2 workstation, allowing extensive all-against-all comparisons of the data set of non-redundant protein structures. Here we have carried out such a comparison for a data set of over 500 protein molecules. The detection of recurring topological and non-topological, secondary structure element order-independent protein folds may provide further insight into evolution. Moreover, as these recurring folding units are likely to be conformationaHy favourable, the availability of a data set of such topological motifs can serve as a rich input for threading routines. Below, we describe this rapid technique and the results it has obtained. While some of the obtained matches conserve the order of the secondary structure elements, others are entirely order independent As an example, we focus on the results obtained for Che Y, a signal transduction protein, and on the profilin-P-actin complex. The Che Y molecule is composed of a five-stranded, parallel (J-sheet flanked by five helices. Here we show its similarity with the Escherichia coli elongation factor, with L-arabinose binding protein, with haloalkane dehalogenase and with adenylate kinase. The profilin-p*-actin contains an antiparallel fj-pleated sheet with a-helical termini. Its similarities to lipase, fructose disphosphatase and p*-lactamase are displayed.
Introduction
A variety of approaches have been devised for comparisons of the 3-D structures of proteins in the quest for the detection of substructural motifs. More recently, there have been four major approaches. The first is a technique employing dynamic programming (Taylor and Orengo, 1989) . It is based on a Needleman and Wunsch (1970) type algorithm. While being sequence order dependent, it allows insertions and deletions. This method is able to match isolated amino acid pairs whose order in the chain is preserved. The second approach is geared towards matching fragments of consecutive amino acids and cluster matched fragments having similar transformations (Alexandrov et al, 1992; Holm and Sander, 1993a,b) . While insertions and deletions within the fragments are disallowed, the fragments can be matched in a different order, resulting in fragment order-independent 3-D matching. More recently, an alternative approach, geared towards non-topological matching of secondary structure elements, has been implemented (Mizuguchi and Go, 1995) . In a third, different approach, which we address in further detail below, fragments of amino acids folding into secondary structure elements such as oc-helices and (3-strands have been matched using graph theoretic techniques (Mitchell et al, 1990 .; Artymiuk et al, 1992 Artymiuk et al, , 1994 Koch et al., 1992) . The fourth approach is a computer vision-based approach (Nussinov and Wolfson, 1991; Bachar et al, 1992; Fischer et al, 1994) . Below we briefly note its attributes and describe the novel variant adopted here, which is particularly geared to large scale database searches, requiring a large number of comparisons.
Here we present an extremely fast technique, which utilizes the geometric hashing algorithm for searches of the recurring spatial configurations of the secondary structure elements within proteins. While the search is for matching the secondary structure elements, at the last stage all the matching pairs of amino acids between the two superimposed proteins, including those not belonging to an a-helix or a fi-strand, are detected. A typical comparison of two proteins takes 2.7 s on a Silicon Graphics Indigo2 workstation.
The geometric hashing paradigm has already been described. It was originally developed in computer vision, for searches of non-predefined objects in an observed scene, where the objects might be only partially seen (Lamdan and Wolfson, 1988; Lamdan et al, 1988) . This computer vision and robotics tool has been shown to be general and extremely powerful in molecular biology (Nussinov and Wolfson, 1991) . It has been adapted to deal both with protein structure comparisons (Bachar et al, 1993; Fischer et al, 1994) , where the coordinates of the C a atoms are considered and matched and with the docking of a ligand onto a receptor surface (Norel et al, 1994; Fischer et al, 1995a) . For the protein structure comparison, the patterns searched need not be predefined and no backbone chain order considerations are taken into account, except in the reference frame construction. To reduce the combinatorial complexity, three consecutive C a atoms are picked there for building the reference frames, rather than any three C a s in space (Fischer et al., 1994) . The algorithm is unhampered by problems of deletions, insertions and chain directionality. For the docking application, there is no requirement for a predefinition of the active sites, enabling matching of entire molecular surfaces in a fast and accurate manner (Fischer et al, 1995a) . The essence of the technique is the representation and matching of point V.Alesker, R.Nussinov and HJ.WoUson sets in a 3-D translation and rotation invariant manner. Thus, rather than scan the entire conformational space, a highly inefficient grid-like search oyer the three translation and three rotation parameters, only reference frames which actually contain the corresponding C a atoms are considered in the matching phase. In analogy to pixels describing pictures in computer vision scenes, connectivity issues between the atom points are entirely disregarded. Mismatches, insertions and deletions, which are observed in comparisons between proteins, are reminiscent of the occlusion of portions of the object in, for example, photographed scenes.
This work considers comparisons of secondary structure elements, rather than of isolated C a point atoms. This implementation is the outcome of two considerations. First, protein structures are inherently composed of secondary structure elements. Structural studies of partly folded states have indicated that to a large extent they preserve the overall folding and possess the same secondary structure elements found in the native state (recently reviewed by Xie and Freire, 1994) . The second consideration is a purely technical one. In matching isolated C a atoms, a higher level of randomly matching C o point pairs between the two proteins may result. This happens because proteins are dense molecules. Superimposing two protein molecules may position two C a atoms in spatially close proximity, even though the fact that they are similarly positioned in space is meaningless. On the other hand, the limitation of the matching of secondary structure elements would inevitably result in the reduction-though not elimination-of the level of random matchings. The latter still occur in the last, i.e. extension, phase of the algorithm. This problem could be overcome by restricting the matches to consecutive C a atoms belonging to the same type of secondary structure element, either an a-helix or a p-strand. However, such a scheme is likely to introduce an undesirable bias into the matching process. This important point is addressed further in the Discussion.
In order to apply the geometric hashing paradigm to the matching of secondary structure elements, the latter are represented as vectors. The ensemble of protein structures, in their vector representations, are compared and recurring patterns of arrangements of secondary structure elements are listed. The idea of a vector representation and matching is not new (e.g. Abagyan and Maiorov, 1988; Mitchell et al, 1990; Mizuguchi and Go, 1995) . In particular, we note the elegant work of Mitchell et al. (1990) which uses a vector representation and implements techniques derived from graph theory to search and compare secondary stxucture motifs in the crystal structures of proteins. Mitchell et al. (1990) have defined a set of motifs, composed of different arrangements of fj-strands, originally compiled and defined by Richardson (1981) . The vector representations of these have been searched in the protein databank (PDB) (Bernstein et al, 1977) using the Ullman (1976) subgraph isomorphism algorithm. The vectors have been computed by fitting an 'ideal' secondary structure element onto the crystal one. If the least-squares fit produces an acceptable root mean squared deviation (r.m.s.d.), the axis of the 'ideal' probe is shifted to the centre of the mass of the 'actual' secondary structure element. This axis is taken as its vector representation. The distances between the vectors of the secondary structures and their orientations with respect to each other are computed and used in the matching process. This approach was further refined in subsequent work by the same group (Artymuik et al, 1992; Grindley et al, 1993) .
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The major difference between the subgraph isomorphism algorithm and the algorithm presented here is that the theoretical complexity of the subgraph isomorphism algorithm is exponential in the input size, whereas ours is low polynomial. This results in a large reduction in the execution time, enabling large-scale application. The worst case complexity of our approach is of order n 3 , where n is the number of secondary structure elements in one of the proteins. This behaviour makes our algorithm attractive for database searches. Mizuguchi and Go (1995) allowed topological permutations of the vectors representing the secondary structure elements, using a parameter set tuned for detecting relatively strong structural similarity.
We describe our technique below. As the principles of our geometric hashing algorithm have been presented previously (Nussinov and Wolfson, 1991; Bachar et al, 1993; Fischer et al, 1994) , we shall only outline it here in a brief form, focusing on its implementation for a vector representation. In particular, we subsequently present some of the results we have obtained in our comparisons of the entire data set of non-redundant protein structures, comprising over 500 structures from the PDB. This data set has been compared extensively, in an all-against-all manner, without a prior subdivision to protein families.
Methods

Secondary structure representation
Protein structures have been extracted from the PDB. Their secondary structures have been assigned using the DSSP algorithm (Kabsch and Sander, 1983 ) and the C a atoms belonging to an a-helix or a P-strand are marked. To qualify, a helix is required to contain at least four residues and the minimal length required for a P-strand is five residues. Each element is represented as a vector, where the vector is the closest (in the least-squares sense) line to all the C a atoms belonging to the respective secondary structure element and its direction is from the N-terminus to the C-terminus. The length of the vector is determined by the projections of the terminal C a atoms belonging to the secondary structure element. To improve the accuracy of the representation, if the length of the vector is below a certain threshold, the carbonyl and the nitrogen atoms of the backbone are included in the leastsquares line-fitting calculation. The vectorial representation of the secondary structure elements of Mitchell et al (1990) is superior to the one we have implemented here. However, we have found our representation to work adequately. The closest distance in space and the midpoint-to-midpoint distance between any two secondary structure element vectors are also computed and stored, as well as the torsion angles (see below). As detailed below, this information is used for filtering and rejecting inadequately matched elements.
The geometric hashing algorithm
The geometric hashing algorithm is applied to the matching of secondary structure elements. This efficient computer visionbased technique represents and matches protein structures in a 3-D rotation and translation invariant way. All the elements in the proteins are redundantly considered in every protein element-related reference frame, ensuring the detection of all valid, geometrically 'correct' matches. Originally, we applied this algorithm to the matching of points (atoms). Briefly, every three ordered non-collinear atom points (p lt p 2 and pj) define a plane. The first point p x is the origin. The jr-axis is the vector from the first point to the second (j>2-P\)> me 2-axis is a crossproduct of the vector (p2~Pi) with the vector (j}y-p\) and the y-axis is a cross-product of the x-and z-axes. All other C a point atoms of the protein are represented in all these atom triplet-based reference frames. In the work presented here, rather than use point atoms, these principles are applied to the secondary structure vector representation. Inevitably, this entails a departure from the previous implementation.
The geometric hashing algorithm contains three stages: (i) finding seed matches, (ii) clustering seed matches having similar transformations and (iii) extension of the seed matches.
Generation of the seed matches. The first stage is the heart of the algorithm. It consists of two steps: preprocessing and recognition. Consider two protein structures, the model and the target, which are to be matched. The inputs to the program are the vectors representing the secondary structures. The secondary structure of the model molecule is preprocessed and stored.
In the preprocessing, every two non-collinear and nonparallel secondary structure vectors which are not far away from each other are considered (for details see below). For every pair of secondary structure vectors a reference frame is constructed as follows. First, the two closest points on the pair of secondary structure element vectors are computed and the distance vector is defined between them pointing from the first to the second secondary structure element. Then, two of the vectors, that of the first secondary structure element and the distance vector (which defines a plane), constitute the ordinate and abscissa (note that the distance vector is orthogonal to both secondary structure element vectors) and the third axis of the reference frame is their cross-product. The 3-D directions of every other secondary structure vector of the model molecule are represented in this reference frame and serve as an entry address in a three-layer hash table. For each such vector, a set of 3-D translation and rotation invariant features is computed and stored in the accessed entry of the hash table.
In the recognition step, as in the preprocessing step, reference frames are constructed for every ordered pair of non-collinear and non-parallel secondary structure vectors of the target molecule, by using the vector of the first secondary structure and its distance vector from the second. The directions of all the other secondary structure vectors in this reference frame are computed and the appropriate entry of the hash table is accessed. The corresponding scene and model features are compared and if their differences are within the allowed error threshold, the match is scored. If a 'large enough' number of matching secondary structure element vectors is obtained for a given reference frame, a seed match is registered. This recognition-matching procedure is carried out for all reference frames, that is for all ordered pairs of secondary structure elements. While such a process inevitably results in redundant matchings, it also serves to ensure that matching pairs are not overlooked. Since we require only a partial match between the two molecules, some of the reference frames computed for one molecule will not appear in the other. The redundant representation aims to ensure that at least some reference frames should match. The worst case complexity of the preprocessing and recognition steps is of the order of n 3 , where n is the number of secondary structure elements. As the number of secondary structure elements in a protein is relatively small, the preprocessing and recognition steps are extremely fast.
Superposition of the seed matches. At the end of the recognition step, a list of seed matches from the two proteins is produced, specifying which two secondary structure elements from the model and target protein molecules occupy similar positions in space. A rigid transformation is computed for each seed match. We have used the McLachlan (1979) algorithm, which allows us to obtain the rotation values. After rotation of one of the molecules, we compute the distance for each pair of matched C a s among the secondary structure elements and vote for the most popular translation. Here the inputs are the pairs of corresponding secondary structure vectors. The computed 3-D transformation has six parameters, three rotational and three translational. These are subsequently used for clustering the seed matches. The advantage of the method is that it provides the best transformation in a single step. No initial guess is required and no iterations are carried out. The complexity of the calculation is in the number of matching vector pairs.
Clustering of the seed matches. Seed matches are clustered according to the proximity of their three rotational and three translational parameters. Such a clustering is required since the matching is redundant and similar configurations of secondary structure elements can be matched in more than one reference frame. The distance between two seed matches is defined as the distance between their parameter vectors. In each iteration of the clustering algorithm, the seed match with the minimal distance from one of the clusters is joined to it. The matching pairs (vote) lists are merged and the transformation parameters vector is recomputed as the weighted average of the cluster elements. The algorithm stops when the minimal distance between all the parameter vectors is above a predefined threshold. The number of the resulting potential solutions depends on the clustering thresholds which are applied. The outputs of this stage are lists of matching secondary structure elements, the number of seed matches which have contributed to each matching pair of elements and the transformations superimposing the corresponding secondary structure vectors in each of the clusters.
Extending the clustered matches. While one may wish to stop here, once the listing of the matching pairs of elements is detected, an alternative that we have adopted is to proceed and produce the actual matching pairs of residues in the two proteins. This enables us to refine the transformation and, in addition, find matching residues which do not belong to the secondary structure elements. While the advantages of such considerations are clear, there are also drawbacks. Once we switch from secondary structure element vectors to C a atoms, a higher level of noise is inevitably introduced. We shall come back to this point in the Discussion.
In the extension phase of the algorithm, we switch from secondary structure elements to matching C a atom pairs. The extension stage consists of two consecutively executed steps. First, a local extension is implemented, followed by a global one. The extension initiates by superimposing one protein on the other by applying the transformation computed in the clustering stage. In the local extension, only the C a atoms belonging to the corresponding matching secondary structure segments are initially considered. Pairs of C a atoms that are 'close' enough to each other after the applied transformation are inspected. As it may happen that several C a atoms are within the allowed threshold, the closest one is chosen. The obtained matching atom pairs are subsequently used to recompute the last-squares fit and the transformation. In the global extension phase, additional, close C a atoms not originally present in the list of matching secondary structure elements are added to the match. This latter stage is similar to that described previously when the geometric hashing has been applied to matching isolated C a atom pairs (Fischer et al., 1994) .
Verification and constraints
The major role of the constraints is to reduce the number of potential matching 'candidate' solutions and not to reject the 'correct' solution. Below we list the constraints we have applied and the stage at which they are introduced. Proximity constraint. In order to reduce the number of reference frames we restrict the distance between the two secondary structure elements comprising such a frame. This is also based on the heuristic that in the case of a partial match between two proteins at least several pairs of secondary structures in the matching portion will be close together. This proximity constraint requires that the distance L between each point of one secondary structure vector to the other secondary structure vector and the distance between the respective end-points of thse secondary structure vectors should be in the range 1.5 < L < 20 A.
Non-parallelism constraint. Only non-parallel secondary structure vectors contain enough information for the construction of a (unique) reference frame. To detect this parallelism we measure the torsion angle between two planes. The first plane is defined by the first secondary structure vector and its closest distance vector from the second secondary structure element and the second plane is defined by the same distance vector and the vector representing the second secondary structure element. Obviously, if this torsion angle is 0 or n both secondary structure vectors are parallel. Thus, we require the torsion angle to be >iU9 and <87i/9. Transformation invariant features, (i) Closest and midpoint distances. Two distances are computed for each pair of secondary structure vectors. In the recognition stage they are required to be relatively similar between the two proteins being compared. The first is the closest distance in space and the second is the midpoint-to-midpoint distance between the respective secondary structure elements. The latter ensures that the difference in the translation of the two matching secondary structure elements between the two proteins will not be too large and, thus, they will not be excessively shifted with respect to each other. The two distances between the pair of vectors constituting the reference frame, as well as their distances from each additional vector, which is represented in this frame, are compared between the model and target proteins. The differences in the lengths of the closest distances and the midpoint-to-midpoint distances between the model and the target protein should not be >3 A.
(ii) Torsion angles between the vectors. Each secondary structure vector has three associated torsion angles. The first is the torsion angle of the reference frame in which it is currently represented. The other two are the torsion angles between this vector and the two vectors of the reference frame. All three torsion angles are checked during the recognition step.
Seed match pruning, (i)
A minimal number of matching secondary structure pairs is required to qualify as a seed match, (ii) Deletion of 'rare' matching pairs. All the seed matches are scanned and the number of appearances of each matching 1106 secondary structure pair is counted. Rare pairs are deleted from the seed matches. A 'rare' pair is one whose frequency is less than one-tenth of that of the most frequently occurring pair. The 'skimmed' seed matches are subjected again to the pruning criterion (i). (iii) 'Monogamy' verification. All the seed matches are scanned to verify that a given secondary structure element from one protein has not been matched to two, different secondary structure elements in the second protein. If that is the case, only the more frequently occurring pair is retained.
The number of seed matches that are left is a function of both the extent of the similarity between the two proteins and the thresholds set. The above pruning steps are executed before the computation of the best superposing transformation between the model and the target structures for each seed match.
The algorithm has been implemented in C++.
Results
The first phase of our work involves using several different proteins as probe molecules and a comparison of the results with known ones. The probes chosen belong to a wide range of structural types and difficulties. The second phase is an all-against-all comparison of 502 protein structures. These constitute a sequence and structure non-redundant, representative data set, a variant of the Fischer et al. (1995b) data set of the November 1994 release of the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977) . The PDB file names of the data set we have used are listed in the Appendix. Some of the results obtained in this analysis are presented below.
The first phase: comparisons with previously obtained similarities Globins. The globin fold is considered as one of the most important a-structures. This fold has been shown to occur in a large number of related proteins, including the haemoglobins, myoglobins and the phycocyanins. The globin fold consists of a bundle of eight a-helices, connected by relatively short loop regions. The helices are marked by letters from A to H. They are arranged so that they form a pocket for the active site. In the myoglobins and the haemoglobins, a haem group is bound at this site. The lengths of the a-helices vary from seven [the DSSP algorithm (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) yields five] residues for the shortest helix (C) to 28 (25 by DSSP) for the longest helix (H) in myoglobin (Branden and Tooze, 1991) . In the globin fold sequentially adjacent a-helices are usually not adjacent to each other in the 3-D structure. Instead, the a-helices are oriented around the core in different directions. We have scanned the data set with Met myoglobin (PDB code 1MBC). The structural correspondence between the globins has already been explored by Lesk and Chothia (1980) and extensive comparisons have been carried out by Taylor and Orengo (1989) . We have applied our method to these classic all-a structures and aligned the myoglobin (1MBC) with other globins (2HL2, 1MBS, 2LHB, 1HDSD, 1ECA, 1PMBB, 1MBN, 1HDSC, 1HDSG, 2DHBA, 4HHBA, 2MHBA, 1HHOA, 1HBSH, 2DHBB, 1HHO, 2MHB, 4HHBB and 1FDXG). With the exception of a few minor displacements at the ends of some helices, the matches that we have obtained are identical to those of Lesk and Chothia (1980) . Table I illustrates the results obtained in this scan. The table lists the names, sizes, scores and r.m.s. distances of the 12 proteins whose matches rank at the top. Scanning the database with The notation is as follows: SSE refers to secondary structure elements, either in the match or in the chain, and r.m.s.d. is the root mean square distance. The score is computed according to the equation score = N r /min(SR ur , SR2 mo j), where SR,^. and SR2 mod are the number of residues in the target and model (probe) proteins respectively and N T is the number of residues in the match.
another myoglobin (PDB code 1PMBB) displays very similar results.
The equivalenced secondary structure elements in the topscoring matches conserve their sequential order in the chain. This structural similarity is obtained despite the lack of a significant similarity of their corresponding amino acid sequences. Almost all myoglobin-like proteins (except 2DHBA) contain the six large helices, whereas the two relatively small helices, C and D, seem to disappear in some of the proteins.
It is important to note that the assignment by DSSP may be slightly different from the manual assignment in the PDB files. The proteins listed in Table I have a globin fold. For example, in erythrocruorin (1ECA), residues 31-38 and 45-50 are noted as the C and D helices of the globin fold in the PDB file. However, they are not noted as such by DSSP.
Plastocyanin and azurin. The two stacked (3-sheets, forming a (J-sandwich, is a motif frequently encountered in some small copper-binding proteins. The similarity of plastocyanin (PDB code 3PCY) and azurin (PDB code 1AZU) has attracted the attention of many researchers. Chothia and Lesk (1982) have shown that these two structures have a partial sequence and structural similarity. Later, Taylor and Orengo (1989) provided their solutions for the superpositioning of these two proteins. These results are compared with the alignment we have obtained in Table n . In our alignment, matching secondary structure pairs are restricted to a distance of <3.0 A.
Our alignment of the first (J-sheet is in agreement with that of Taylor and Orengo (1989) for all four strands. However, for the second sheet only the match of the first strand of the two proteins is similar. The segment residues of 36-47 in plastocyanin is not considered as a P-strand by DSSP. Instead, the short fragment containing residues 43-45 is denoted as a 3 10 -helix. For two other strands in the second sheet there are shifts of one residue as compared to the alignment of Taylor and Orengo (1989) . Thus, we have 79-84/108-113 [107-112 in Taylor and Orengo (1989) ] and 93-98/121-126 [122-127 in Taylor and Orengo (1989) ]. There are some additional minor differences at the edges; however, in general our matching is similar to those published previously.
Lysozyme. Extensive comparisons of the structures of a hen egg-white (1LYZ) and T4-phage (LZM) lysozymes have been 
proteins:
The secondary structure assignments are marked as h (a-helix), g (3Krhelix) and e (jj-strand), as assigned by the DSSP program (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) . The alignment comprises 84 amino acid pairs, with an r.m.s. deviation of 2.36 A. Each structure is composed of two P-sheets, (J-sheets 1 and 2. The matched pairs of secondary structure elements which are obtained as a result of the clustering procedure are indicated on the target molecule by upper case letters (e.g. E). The remaining unmatched structural elements are indicated by lower case letters (e.g. e). Where there is no structural notation no secondary structure is assigned. The amino acid letter codes are noted. The numbers in parentheses refer to the positions of the amino acids in the sequence.
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lysozyme and (113) R (114) K (116) G (117) T ( For further details, see the legend to Table II. carried out, with many differences between the reported comparisons. Whereas the active sites of these proteins are relatively similar, the sequences and the global structures are dissimilar. Our results are compared with those of Rossman and Argos (1977), Weaver et al. (1985) and Taylor and Orengo (1989) . As Table HI shows, a general agreement is observed, with identical superpositioning of the secondary structure elements. Both proteins contain small P-sheets, whose alignment is consistent with that of Taylor and Orengo (1989) . However, our method excludes Thr40 (from LYZ) from the match, while Weaver et al. (1985) and Taylor and Orengo (1989) excluded Ala42 and Gln41 respectively. Superpositioning of the ^-sheets (residues 41-61 in the LYZ and 16-34 in LZM) consists of successive residues, without gaps. T4-phage lysozyme consists of a long oc-helix connecting two lobes surrounding a large cleft which is lined with residues important for catalysis. Hen egg-white lysozyme is also bilobal, with its binding site arranged along the length of its cleft. Our alignment for the first common helix (residues 3-11 in LZM and 26-36 in LYZ) is very similar to that obtained by Taylor and Orengo (1989) except that VaJ29 (from LYZ) is left unmatched. Comparisons of our alignments with those obtained 1108 by other methods reveal that sometimes there are significant differences in the matched secondary structure elements. For example, in the large helical region of residues 62-73 in LZM and residues 87-98 in LYZ there is a displacement by three residues [residues 90-101 in Taylor and Orengo (1989) ]. Our match includes 81 pairs with an r.m.s. of 3.8 A; Weaver et al. (1985) reported an r.m.s. of 3.9 for 76 pairs, whereas in the alignment of Rossman and Argos (1977) 78 pairs were equivalenced with an r.m.s. of 4.1 A.
In the first two stages of our algorithm, the secondary structure elements are matched, resulting in equivalencing successive residues from the two proteins, belonging to a-helices and p-strands. However, in the third, extension phase of the algorithm, we switch to C a atoms. There, after applying the computed transformation, atom pairs which are closest to each other in space are matched. Such an approach works well when the pair of compared structures is relatively similar. However, when the proteins are globally less similar or when there is a regression in similarity for certain fragments, large local displacements may result. An example of such an occurrence is observed in fragment 70-74 of the LZM structure, which matches residues 95-99 of LYZ. There, the optimization Table IV . The aJignment of colicin A and myoglobin has 106 residues with an r.m.s. of 3.15 A. The alignment of colicin A and c-phycocyanin has 112 residues with an r.m.s. of 3.10 A. For further details, see the legend to Table II. procedure rearranges two matched pairs, Val71-Lys97 and Asp72-Lys96 with Val71-Lys96 and Asp72-Lys97, as shown in Table III . Clearly, such an optimization adversely affects the r.m.s. deviation. For example, for the case here, while the original alignment obtains an r.m.s. deviation of 3.5, following optimization the r.m.s. deviation is 3.8 A.
Colicin, myoglobin and phycocyanins. We have applied our method to pairwise comparisons of the members of three protein families: colicin A, globins and phycocyanins. Bacterial toxin colicin A (PDB code 1COLA) (Parker et al., 1989) forms pores in the cytoplasmic membrane of sensitive cells. This toxin contains all the ingredients which are critical for its lethaJ activity. As a representative of the globin family we have selected a myoglobin (PDB code 1PMBA). The structural resemblance between these proteins was already revealed in a database search carried out by Holm and Sander (1993a,b) . The membrane-insertion domain of colicin A is very similar to the globin fold. In both, the order of the helices, the spatial arrangement and the pattern of packing are conserved for six a-helices. This structural similarity is comparable to that between colicin A and the phycocyanins (PDB code 1CPCA).
The match we have obtained for these structures (Table IV  and Figure 1 ) is comparable to that of Holm and Sander (1993a) . However, as in the globin fold comparisons, there are single residue displacements in the first a-helix: whereas our match equivalences residues 73-88 in colicin A with residues 5-20 in myoglobin, the Holm and Sander (1993a) match extends from residue 4 to residue 20. Our procedure also excludes Val83 (in colicin), which is present in Holm and Sander (1993a) . A large difference is observed in the fifth helix, where our alignment introduces a three-residue displacement as compared to that of Holm and Sander (1993a) . The remainder of the alignment is virtually identical, except for the trivial displacements at the tails of equivalent blocks.
Carboxypeptidase A and aminopeptidase. We have compared two members from the hydrolase family: carboxypeptidase A The first two columns list the matched pairs of secondary structure elements from the two proteins. The next two columns contain a list of the equivalent C a s obtained by Artymiuk et al. (1992) . The last two columns list the matched C a pairs obtained by our program in the extension procedure. (PDB code 5CPA) and leucine aminopeptidase (PDB code 1LAP). Carboxypeptidase A is a monomeric peptidase. It binds one zinc ion and catalyses the hydrolysis of the C-terminal residue from polypeptide chains. Leucine aminopeptidase is a member of the widely distributed exopeptidase family. The resemblance between carboxypeptidase A and leucine aminopeptidase was first discovered by Artymiuk et al. (1992) , also by matching secondary structure elements, using graph theoretic techniques. On the secondary structure level, our alignment agrees with the one obtained by Artymiuk et al. (1992) . Our match of the core regions of the two structures includes 116 matched pairs of C a atoms with an r.m.s. of 2.43 A. Artymiuk et al. (1992) obtained 86 equivalenced pairs of C a atoms, with an r.m.s. deviation of 1.77 A. We note that our final superposition is fully automated, without any molecular graphics refinement (Artymiuk et al., 1992) . Overall, our alignment (Table V) Fig. 2 . Characteristics of the non-redundant structural data set used in this work. The distribution of the secondary structure elements in the proteins from the representative set is plotted in (a)-(c). (a) The distribution of both P-strands and a-helices in the proteins (the mean count in a protein is 14.3). (b) and (c) Separate plots of the distribution of strands and helices respectively. The mean count of the strands in a protein is 7.8 and the mean count of helices is 6.5. (d)-{f) Distribution plots of the observed lengths for both secondary structure types and separately for a-helices and for P-strands respectively. The mean length of the helices and strands is 7.8 residues, of strands 6.3 and of helices 9.6. In (a)-(c) the vertical axis represents the number of proteins and in (d)-(0 the count of the secondary structure elements. (118) T (119) L (120) V (121) V (122) Q (123) D (124) W (59) L (62) Y (63) M (66) 1 (67) V (69) F (70) A (71) E (72) S (73) G (74) A (75) R (76) V (77) 1 (78) A (79) P(80) (143) L (144) 1 (145) 1 (146) M (147) N (148) A (149) L (151) C (150) M (268) M (271) P(27O) U274) 69  70  71   72  73  74  75  76  77  78  79  80  81  82  83  84  85  86  87  88  89  90  91  92  93  94  95  96  97  98  99  100  101  102  103  104  105  106  107  108  109   110  111   112  113  114  115  116  117  118  119  120  121  122  123  124  125  126  127 128 (276) 1(241) W (244) Q (245) N (246) D (247) W (248) N (249) G (250) Q (251) T (252) F (253) M (254) A (255) 1(256) G (257) G (295) F (294) 0 (297) E (296) V (298) E ( -42.6 -8.7, -30.7,6 3 113.7,22.0, -53.7 The Che Y molecule contains 10 secondary structure elements and 128 residues. The notation is as follows: SSE refers to secondary structure elements, either in the match or in the chain and r.m.s.d. is the root mean squared distance. The transformations (rotations and translations) of the obtained matches are noted. The numbers in parentheses arc the number of secondary structure elements and residues in the chain. Artymiuk et al. (1992) , with only insignificant differences in the alignment of the equivalent C a s in the final superpositioning of the two proteins. Most of these involve shifts of one or two residues. For example, in our superposition in the first a-helix, there is a small displacement by one residue and we exclude Met22 from the carboxypeptidase from the list of the matched residues. The alignment of the fourth helix, residues 379-394 in 1 LAP with residues 215-235 in 5CPA, provides an additional example. Although these pairs of helices are included in our initial superposition, further processing in our extension stage provides only single C a pairs in these regions, not conserving the order of the matched residues. This is not the case in Artymiuk et al. (1992) where there is strict linearity of the equivalenced residue pairs. The third difference includes residues 428-437 in leucine aminopeptidase and residues 254-261 in carboxypeptidase, where a pair of helices only partly overlap one another. Nevertheless, the final alignment in the region, after the extension, contains 10 approximately successive pairs of C a atoms.
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Characteristics of the representative data set
We have used a representative set of non-redundant structures from the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977) , which contains 502 protein chains [a variant of Fischer et al. (1995b) , enumerated in the Appendix]. After removing chains to which DSSP did not assign any secondary structure (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) , 434 protein chains were left. A pairwise structural comparison was carried out for all pairs of chains, totalling 93 961 pair comparisons. In particular, owing to the fast alignment capabilities of our program (an average pairwise comparison takes <3 c.p.u.s on a Silicon Graphics Indigo2 workstation), no constraints, for example such as belonging to the same class of proteins [as, for example, in Orengo et al. (1992) ], have been involved in selecting the pairs of proteins to be compared. All the 502 proteins in the data set have been compared to each other. Many proteins are composed from several different chains. Here, instead of selecting a single chain for a given protein from the representative set, all the chains are taken. Hence, the total number of chains is 794, that is 1.6 chains per protein on average.
The 11 377 secondary structure elements from our data set of protein chains were obtained using the definition of Kabsch and Sander (1983) . Of these 5196 (or 45.6%) are helices (this is the total number of helices of all types, without further classification to a-helices, 3 ]0 -helices and rc-helices) and 6189 (54.4%) are fj-strands. In 137 chains no secondary structures have been assigned, 153 chains lack helices and in 224 chains there are no fi-strands. The average number of secondary structure elements in a chain is 14.3 (6.5 helices and 7.8 strands). The count of the secondary structure elements (Figure 2 ) decreased monotonically with increasing element length. The maximal element length is 52 residues (in haemagglutinin, 1HGE) for helices and 24 residues (in canine parvovirus empty capsid, 2CAS) for strands. Our results are consistent with those of Kabsch and Sander (1983) for all secondary structure types and with those of Barlow and Thornton (1988) , which are devoted to investigations of helix geometry in proteins. The mean length of a secondary structure is 7.8 residues, with 9.5 residues for helices and 6.3 for strands.
The results of the all-against-all comparisons for all data set proteins are stored in a matrix. Owing to its size, it is not presented here. The results may, however, be received upon request by e-mail (to alesker@math.tau.ac.il). Below, we focus on some of the more interesting matches we have obtained in these extensive comparisons.
Similarities obtained in the extensive comparisons: some examples
Almost every pairwise comparison of the proteins yields more than one possible structural alignment. This is seen particularly in proteins with a weak measure of similarity. Here we show only the match possessing the highest score. The only exception is the profilin-p-actin complex with the p-lactamase comparison, where two different superpositions with almost equivalent scores have been obtained. In general, the results fall into two categories. The first group includes those matches in which the sequential order of the secondary structure elements is preserved. The second group is comprised of similar substructures having different topologies. In the latter, the packing of the secondary structure elements can be strikingly similar in spite of the different topological arrangements of these elements in the polypeptide chains. Examples of such cases are presented below for the bacterial Che Y molecule, which is active in chemotaxis, with adenylate kinase and separately with haloalkane dehalogenase and for the comparisons where the profilin-f3-actin complex has been taken as the probe molecule.
Che Y scan. Here we show a selection of the top-ranking matches obtained in the data set scan with Che Y, a signal transduction protein, used as a probe molecule. This small protein is composed of a single domain, with 128 amino acids (Volz and Matsumura, 1991; PDB code 3CHY) . It plays a central role in the chemotaxis signal processing system, where the transiently phosphorylated Che Y interacts with the flagellar motor, causing a clockwise rotation of the flagella (Volz and Matsumura, 1991) . The molecule contains a large number of secondary structure elements: a five-stranded parallel (3-sheet core, flanked by five a-helices ( Figure 3A) . The results from the all-against-all comparison demonstrate a clear difference between the quality of the obtained alignments in the helical and strands regions. While almost all the fj-strands have a perfect alignment, almost without any displacements, this is not the case for the helical regions. There we observe large shifts, gaps, exchanges of helical pieces and matchings of entire non-helical regions with helical ones.
3CHY-1EJU. The modified form of the elongation factor from Eschehchia coli, which binds guanosine diphosphate, is a typical a/p type structure (PDB code IETU). The central core of this protein consists of a twisted (3-sheet, which is made up of five parallel and one antiparallel P-strands. The connections between the parallel strands consist of six a-helices (La Cour et al., 1985) . All secondary structures, five strands and five helices, have been matched with our probe, preserving their sequential order. Only a couple of the secondary structure elements, the cc-helix (residues 174-179) and the P-strand (residues 65-70) of the EF-Tu (elongation factor-Tu) remain unmatched. There is an extensive unmatched region in the elongation factor chain, after the applied transformation is placed over a P-strand of the signal transduction protein 
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VjMesker, R.Nussinov and HJ.Wolfson 21.6, 143.0,-5.1 49.3, 25.7, 159 5 21.3,64.4, 80.7 19.3, 108.1, 83.5 The profilin-P-actin complex contains 10 secondary structure elements and 139 residues. The notation is as follows: SSE refers to secondary structure elements, either in the match or in the chain and r.m.s.d. is the root mean squared distance. The transformations (rotations and translations) of the obtained matches are noted. The numbers in parentheses are the number of secondary structure elements and residues in the chain.
( Figure 3B ). After the Leu28-Ala36 matched pair, the next matched pair is Asn32-Ala77, that is the approximate length of the gap is 40 residues. More interestingly, a short unmatched a-helical fragment, residues 175-178 of EF-Tu, is matched to a 'plain' unassigned region, residues 109-112 of the Che Y probe during the extension stage. These fragments, from both molecules, are between two secondary structure elements, 5e and 5h. A similar match has been obtained for the guanine nucleotide binding domain of the Ha-ras oncogene product p21 (PDB code 5P21), confirming the virtual topological identity of the EF-Tu and p21 structures (Pail et al., 1985) .
3CHY-8ABP. L-Arabinose-binding protein (8ABP) is an essential component of the osmotic shock-sensitive, Larabinose transport system in Escherichia coli. The protein consists of two globular domains which are denoted P and Q. The arrangements of the secondary structure elements in the domains are very similar. Both the P and Uie Q domains have central parallel p-sheets (except for the last antiparallel strand in the Q domain) consisting of six strands in each domain. The sheets are flanked on both sides by a pair of helices and are similarly arranged in space. The four a-helices which flank each (3-sheet are oriented in an antiparallel manner to the strands, forming an a/p packing topology. The C-terminal helix (residues 293-300) is shared by both domains. While the conformations of the two domains are highly similar, their sequence similarity is low. Superpositioning of the two domains yields a list of 92 C a pairs with an r.m.s. of 2.6 A (Gilliland and Quiocho, 1981) . The P domain consists of 139 residues (residues 1-109 and 255-284) and the Q domain 152 residues (residues 109-254 and 285-291). The alignments of Che Y with each of the two domains of the arabinose binding protein contain a considerable number of residues. Superpositioning of the secondary structure elements yields eight matched elements for both domains. (The alignment of the Q domain is not shown. The superposition of the Che Y with the Q domain contains 89 C a atom pairs, with an r.m.s. of 2.37 A.) The match of the a-helices between Che Y and those of both domains shows that most C a s are successively paired, except for the 3h helix, where a shift of three to four residues in the P domain can be observed at the C-terminus. Such an exact shift, albeit in the reverse direction, occurs in the Q domain. Four P-strands in the P-sheet in the P domain have a match in the Che Y structure. The single P-strand, at the C-terminus region, has not been matched ( Figure 3C ). present the match, which is amino acid sequence order independent, between the two proteins. This is an example of a 'real' 3-D equivalence, in which there is a structural resemblance between secondary structure elements without a topological similarity. This is reflected in the N-terminal region of Che Y, where the fifth strand of the P-sheet (residues 118-122) of the dehalogenase corresponds to the first strand of Che Y, le. The rest of the match is relatively sequential. After the superpositioning, the P-sheet of the Che Y protein is positioned over the middle part of the P-sheet of the haloalkane dehalogenase, leaving the first and last strands of the dehalogenase unmatched. The two helices from the first group, which flank the p-sheet on one side, are matched to the lh and 5h helices of the Che Y. In the second group of helices, which consists of four a-helices, flanking the P-sheet on the other side, only a single helix found an obvious match (2h). The 3h helix of Che Y corresponds to fragments belonging to two helices: the starting segment of the 3h matches the helical fragment of the dehalogenase of residues 268-274 and the terminal segment matches another a-helix (residues 241-246).
3CHY-1EDE.
3CHY-1AKEA. The core region of adenylate kinase (1AKEA) is composed of a central P-sheet with four a-helices on both sides of the sheet. We have obtained a match which includes eight secondary structure elements ( Figure 3E ), whereas a sequence-dependent comparison of the Che Y probe with this protein gives only five matching secondary structure elements.
Additional sequential comparisons of our motif are included in Table VI .
Profilin-j5-actin complex. The 3-D structure of a profilin-pactin complex (2BTFP) is bisected by an antiparallel p-pleated sheet ( Figure 4A ). The a-helices at both the N-and the Ctermini pack against the same side of the central p-sheet, connecting to it by short loops. The N-terminal helix lh packs against strands le, 2e and 6e. The C-terminal helix 4h packs against strands 4e, 5e and 6e, on the same side. The aliphatic residues on the opposing face of the central sheet form an extensive hydrophobic core. On this side the sheet is bound by two small a-helices (2h and 3h) (Schutt et al, 1993) . The profilin-p-actin complex has been compared to all the structures of our representative data set. Tables VIII and IX present some examples, showing a 3-D geometric matching, in which the order of the matched residues is not conserved. This is the outcome of both the secondary structure element order-independent matching of the geometric hashing methodology and of the extension procedure which is also unconstrained by the linear order, choosing the nearest match for each residue. The latter may result in randomly matched single residues or short fragments. Inspection of the tables also reveals that in most matches there are a few equivalenced pairs of secondary structure elements which run antiparallel to each other.
2BTFP-1CRL Candida rugosa lipase (1CRL) is a singledomain molecule which belongs to the family of a/p hydrolase fold proteins. The 1CRL domain consists of two p-sheets, one relatively large with 11 strands and the second a small one (three strands). The match contains seven secondary structure elements. The five matched strands belong to the central part of the large P-sheet. The strands have been transposed sequentially, with one of the matched pairs, le, running antiparallel to each other.
2BTFP-1FBPA. Fructose-1,6-disphosphate (1FBPA) is composed of two domains. The best sequence preserving alignment includes only five secondary structure elements, whereas the 3-D match obtained by our program and presented in Table  VTT1 contains eight secondary structure elements ( Figure 4B) .
2BTFP-3BLM. The topology of p-lactamase (3BLM) is a + p. This 257 residue long molecule is composed of two closely associated domains. The first domain consists of a five-stranded antiparallel P-sheet with three helices packing against one face of the sheet. The N-and C-terminal helices are antiparallel. The second domain of the molecule packs against the second face of the sheet of the first domain. This second domain contains eight helices, with the central helix (residues 71-82) surrounded by five other helices and two large surface loop structures ( Figure 4C ). Table IX lists two different matches, with almost equivalent scores.
Discussion
The number of techniques applied to comparisons of protein structures has grown very rapidly over the past few years. If the protein sequences are fairly similar, such comparisons are easier to execute. If, however, the sequences are dissimilar, carrying out such comparisons is a much more difficult task. Yet the existence of local similarities between globally dissimilar sequences and structures may suggest evolutionary or functional relatedness. Recurring substructural motifs may indicate that these are particularly favourable folding units. Recurring motifs may be found in the interior of proteins, where they contribute to their stability, or on their surfaces. Surface motifs may be related to protein function, such as those occurring at active sites. Similarities of the secondary structure configurations of the protein scaffolds do not, however, necessarily imply general similarities in other physical/ chemical properties of the proteins. This is particularly the case as the extent of the structural similarity displayed by the proteins diminishes.
Automated structural comparison methodologies are often applied to the crystallographic database, attempting to classify proteins into families of related structures. The approaches which have been devised for such comparisons differ. One would have liked them to be general and to be able to detect remote similarities between protein structures. This implies not being hampered by dissimilarity in the sequences, allowing insertions and deletions and not being constrained by chain directionality. In principle, such a general approach should be able to detect a 'real' 3-D structural similarity. At the same time, the technique needs to be exceedingly fast as one would like to apply it on a large scale.
The geometric hashing, computer vision-based methodology constitutes such an approach. Here we have opted to take into account the secondary structure elements present in protein structures. This both reduces the noise and makes the algorithm more efficient, as the average number of secondary structure elements in a protein molecule is 14, that is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the number of residues in a protein. Furthermore, secondary structure segments are inherent and integral components of proteins and have a critical role in protein folding. On the other hand, while the first two stages of the algorithm, the generation of the seed matches and the clustering, are carried out on secondary structure segments, in their vector representations, the last phase, extension, reverts to using C a point atom pairs. This inevitably increases the level of noise in our results. In principle, there are two alternative routes which can be adopted to circumvent this shortcoming. The first is to stop the matching after the clustering stage. This would result in an output specifying which secondary structure segments are matched, without detailing which amino acids within them actually correspond. The second option is to carry out the extension stage on matching C a pairs requiring, however, that matching pairs belong to the same, initial secondary structure elements and that the currently considered C a pairs be consecutive to the already matched C a atom pairs. We have avoided adopting either of these routes. The first is entirely unsatisfactory, as one wishes to have both a finer transformation and actual C a equivalences between the proteins being compared. The second option, namely forcing the equivalencing of consecutive matching C a pairs, is entirely artificial. Such a constraint may lead to erroneous matching. Thus, while the route that we have adopted is not fault free, we have nevertheless found it to be preferable to the others. It should be noted, however, that in addition to the noise it introduces, the type of extension we employ, involving a number of iterations, is time-consuming. Indeed, out of the 2.7 s total matching time for a pair of proteins, most of it is being spent in the extension phase.
The speed of the secondary structure matching algorithm presented here enables its routine applications to database searches. The goals in such applications are two-fold. The first has evolutionary implications. The extent of the structural similarities between protein molecules allows their classification. The second goal is the detection of recurring, substructural 3-D folds, independent of the order of secondary structure elements in protein chains. The identification of recurring folds has several implications. Since they recur in protein structures, they are likely to be favourable units. Studying the types of interactions they contain as compared to those present in protein structures in general, is thus of interest. Furthermore, the interchangeability of amino acids occupying analogous positions in space while their surrounding environments have similar conformations may be particularly revealing.
While our residue-based geometric hashing technique (Fischer et al., 1994) outputs isolated amino acid matches as well as contiguous ones, the application of the algorithm presented here results in the detection of topological and non-topological motifs. Such motifs, containing spatial configurations of secondary structure elements, could ideally serve as a data set for threading experiments. While the connections between the elements may differ between the proteins containing the motifs, leading to a combinatorially more complex problem, they nevertheless constitute a reasonable data set for threading trials. Furthermore, comparisons of the different order of the matching secondary structure segments between proteins displaying the motifs allow an estimation of the minimal number of conversions during evolution to go from one sequence (structure) to the second. Such an algorithm has been devised for genomes of different organisms having similar (though not identical) genes, albeit in a different order (P.Pevzner, personal communication). In the case here, since there may be several proteins contributing to each motif, with the connections between their respective secondary structure segments having a different order, the application of an algorithm designed to calculate the minimal number of changes in the order of the secondary structure elements required to convert one structure to another could reveal a novel hierarchical tree. In this regard it would also be of interest to analyse the amino acid composition of these analogous connections, bringing secondary structure elements occurring at different locations in the sequence to similar positions in space.
